4G Pre-Ethernet Service
Fast, reliable, day-one connectivity from anywhere

Vaioni's 4G Pre-Ethernet service enables
businesses to get fast connectivity
instantly. Utilise all available carriers to
act as your primary internet connection
with simple, plug-and-play SIM card
functionality.
Ideal for rural locations, businesses onthe-move, a failover safeguard, or as an
interim solution whilst your fixed line
services are provisioned, Vaioni's 4G PreEthernet service promises instant, nofuss connectivity.

Key Features:
Multi-network SIM cards
Rapid delivery
Reliable connectivity regardless of location
Fixed-line alternative
Plug and play functionality
Dual SIM redundancy
Adapt and repurpose
Portable connection

Benefits:
Agnostic SIM cards
Our SIMs work with all major carriers and will
create a connection with whichever network
provides the strongest signal. This means you're
always getting the fastest and most reliable
connection possible.

Rapid deliver and installation
Businesses depend on connectivity and often
don't want a fixed-line lead-time measured in
weeks and months. Simply insert your Vaioni 4G
SIM into your router and enjoy instant
connectivity and voice services.

Anywhere access
Vaioni's 4G service provides connectivity in
locations which struggle to find fixed-line
services or for those on-the-move or in pop-up
locations who require an instant and reliable
connection.

Repurpose for resiliency
Your 4G connection can be repurposed as a
failover connection for added resiliency once
your Ethernet connection is live or simply
moved to a new location.
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We have had excellent service using Vaioni.
They've always been really helpful and I
cannot praise them highly enough.

We've been with Vaioni for a few years
now and it's been a great service all round,
from the quality of the response from our
Account Manager and support staff to the
line itself. I can't remember the last time I
had to log an issue... I couldn't fault Vaioni.

Efficient service. Nice team to work with,
great to deal with, and would definitely
recommend.

Why Vaioni?
We're connectivity experts; we have the awards
and experience to prove it. Trusted by
thousands of UK businesses, we’ve been
providing vital connectivity services for over a
decade, and there's no challenge too great or
small that we can't tackle head-on.
Our connectivity proposition is founded on
reliability and resilience. We own and operate
our own high-performance, highly available
network with 100% uptime guarantee; we’re
really proud of our uptime track record of over
3 years (our customers love it too).
As all of our products run over our network,
you can be assured of the highest performance
and availability of your entire critical business
infrastructure. Our network is supported by the
highly-skilled engineers that built and maintain it,
so you can have complete confidence that you’re
in super-safe hands.
We’re a small, friendly and responsive team with
the freedom to be agile to meet our customers’
needs. We guarantee we'll deliver exactly what
your business needs to ensure you can thrive.
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